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ABSTRACT This study describes a detailed cable model of neuronal structure, which can predict the effects of discrete
transient inputs. Neurons in in vitro hippocampal slices (CAI and CA3 pyramidal cells and dentate granule neurons;
n = 4 each) were physiologically characterized and stained with horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The HRP morphology
was approximated with numerous small segments. The cable model included both these segments and spatially
dispersed dendritic spines. The transient response function at the soma of the segmental model was numerically derived,
and charging responses to simulated current inputs were computed. These simulations were compared with the
physiological charging responses from the somatic penetrations, using an analysis of the charging time constants (Tj)
and intercepts. The time constant ratio (To/ri) did not significantly differ between the observed and simulated responses.
A second index of comparison was the equivalent cylinder electrotonic length (L), which was derived using only the Tj
values and their intercepts. The L values also did not differ significantly between the observed and simulated transients
and averaged 0.91 length constant. Thus, using criteria based only on analysis of charging responses, the segmental
cable model recreated accurately the observed transients at the soma. The equivalent cylinder model (with a lumped
soma) could also adequately simulate the observed somatic transients, using the same criteria. However, the
hippocampal neurons (particularly the pyramidal cells) did not appear to satisfy the equivalent cylinder assumption
anatomically. Thus, the analysis of somatic charging transients alone may not be sufficient to discriminate between the
two models of hippocampal neurons. Anatomical evidence indicates that, particularly for discrete dendritic inputs, the
detailed segmental model may be more appropriate than the equivalent cylinder model.
INTRODUCTION and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). Another model involves
physiological analysis of somatic transients, which assumes
Excitatory inputs to pyramidal and granule cells in the the equivalent cylinder model (Brown et al., 1981a;
hippocampus synapse mainly onto dendritic spines (An- Durand et al., 1983; Johnston, 1981). A third model
dersen et al., 1980; Fifkova and Anderson, 1981; Fifkova includes the use of isopotential compartments (Traub and
and Van Harreveld, 1977; Lee et al., 1980; Minkwitz, Llinas, 1979). Electrical parameters involved in the analy-
1976; Scheibel and Scheibel, 1968). However, dendritic sis of synaptic inputs, such as electronic length (L) and the
regions have been relatively inaccessible to direct physio- dendrite to soma conductance ratio (p), have not been
logical investigation. Thus, information regarding excita- evaluated in similar circumstances by these models and
tory inputs has mainly been inferred from somatic record- hence are difficult to compare. Also, none of these three
ings (Andersen et al., 1980; Barnes and McNaughton, types of models has proved entirely satisfactory for the
1980; Johnston and Brown, 1983; Turner and Schwartz- evaluation of single dendritic spine or shaft transients
kroin, 1980,. 1983). Such indirect information has left (Rall, 1974; Rinzel and Rall, 1974).
unanswered the role of both dendrites and dendritic spines Cable analysis using both Laplace transforms and
in the processing and transfer of synaptic signals in the detailed dendritic structure has previously been employed
hippocampus. in the evaluation of dendritic synaptic inputs (Barrett and
Dendritic neuron models have been applied to hippo- Crill, 1974 a, b; Koch et al., 1982; Norman, 1972; Rinzel
campal neurons to define both the nature of synaptic and Rall, 1974). With this model, a transient response
processing in neurons and the effect of dendritic branching function can be calculated that is equivalent to the effec-
on the interpretation of somatic recordings (Brown et al., tive input impedance at any site. In addition, using a
1981a; Durand et al., 1983; Johnston, 1981; Traub and segment-by-segment dendritic approximation, voltage or
Llinas, 1979;Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). One current transfer from an input site to other arbitrary
model type is a segment-by-segment cable evaluation of anatomical locations can be numerically evaluated. This
dendritic branching (Koch et al., 1982; Rall, 1959; Turner powerful approach allows the comparison of an observed
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physiological input (such as to the soma) with model buffer at pH 7.6). Linear shrinkage estimates (from fresh tissue through
predictions for the same site. the processing) averaged 4.0% (Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983). Subse-
This report presents an analysis of somatic responses in quent dimensions were corrected for this shrinkage factor. The stainedneurons were drawn at 1,500x under oil immersion, using a camerathree major classes of hippocampal cells These neurons lucida attachment (Fig. 4). The vertical dimensions were measured
have been examined physiologically and then stained intra- between branch points and adjusted for the refractive index using Snell's
cellularly with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Durand et law.
al., 1983; Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). The The somatic profile was approximated as a more or less regular
HRP morphology has been approximated by a series of geometric body. The anatomic boundary of the soma was determined tobe at an arbitrary point where the taper into the major dendritic processes
segments, which were used in a transient cable analysis. ended. The dendritic tree was divided into a number of smooth cylindrical
One aim of this evaluation is to compare the segmental segments. There was at least one segment, and often more, between each
model predictions with physiological observations on the branch point. Branch diameter changes were approximated by increasing
same neuron. Time constant analysis is used as an index of the number of segments, to a tolerance of 10%. The total count of
comparison (Brown et al., 1981a; Durand et al., 1983; cylindrical segments per neuron varied, ranging from 200 to 300 for thedentate granule neurons to >1,000 for many of the CAl pyramidal cells.Johnston, 1981; Rall, 1969). There is a good correlation A complete map of each neuron required only the length and diameter of
between the observed transients and the responses derived each segment, as well as its interconnection to the other segments.
by analysis of the detailed anatomical structure. The
following study (Turner, 1984) uses the same format of Time Constant Analysis
segmental cable calculations for an analysis of transient The physiologically observed somatic responses to a hyperpolarizing step
dendritic spine inputs. An abstract of this work has been input were filmed and enlarged (Fig. 3 A). The neuron's charging
published (Turner, 1982). response was assumed to be a sum of exponentials (Rall, 1969):
METHODS V,- V= Coeh/To + C-e1'/ + C2e-1/72 + . (1)
Vrepresents the change in membrane potential from the resting potential,
Experimental Techniques Vf is the final steady state potential reached after fuil equilibration, and
the c values are coefficients. To enhance the smaller coefficients, the
The cells included in this analysis represent a subset (n - 12) of those charging response was divided by Vf (Wong and Prince, 1981):
reported previously (Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). All neurons
were studied in guinea pig hippocampal slices, 400-450 gm thick, V C0 Cl17
maintained in vitro at 37°C (Schwartzkroin, 1975). The glass microelec- 1e- =-e +-e "' +... (2)
trodes were filled with a solution consisting of 4% horseradish peroxidase Vf Vf f
(HRP; Type VI, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) in 0.2 M KCI, The time constants (ro, x,) and intercepts (yi - C,/Vf) were used to
buffered to pH 8.6 with Tris (Sigma Chemical Co). The intracellular estimate the dendrite to soma conductance ratio (p) and the terminating
electrodes were selected to have a resistance (at 30 Hz) of 110-125 MO. electrotonic length (L). These values were calculated for the comparison
At this resistance, the electrodes were able to pass up to 1 nA of current, of the observed and simulated transients, as well as comparison with
in either the depolarizing or hyperpolarizing direction, without rectifica- previous reports regarding hippocampal neurons (Brown et al., 1981a;
tion. All electrodes used for analysis could be adequately balanced at both Durand et al., 1983; Johnston, 1981). Thus, p was first estimated using
the onset and termination of current injection. Thus, except for the higher Eq. 3 of Brown et al. (1981a):
resistance, these HRP electrodes demonstrated acceptable characteris-
Minimal requirements for acceptable intracellular records included a + C _ I= YO + Toy -1, (3)
resting potential of at least 55 mV, a spike height of 60 mV, regular Vf '.o Ti;
repetitive firing to depolarizing pulses, and an intact response to ortho- substituting the y, for the first two terms. Using this p value, an initial L
dromic synaptic stimulation. Physiological analysis included the estima- value was derived using Rall's approximation (1969):
tion of neuron input resistance (RN) and charging time constants (ri).
These cells demonstrated nonlinearities to both large hyperpolarizing and L P/AP + 1) 1I/2
depolarizing currents, so analysis was limited to small hyperpolarizing L (T /) I (4)
current pulses (0.1-0.5 nA). RN was estimated from the slope (using L I
least-squares regression) of a current-voltage plot, constructed from the A more exact value for L was then calculated, substituting the approxi-
steady state voltage response to constant current steps (Fig. 3 B). Time mate L value from Eq. 4 into the following equation (Rall, 1969):
constant analysis could not be reliably performed using differentiated
voltage traces, because of the high resistance of the electrodes. Instead, p + cx cot(czL) tanh(L) = 0;
the normalized charging function 1 - V/Vf (Wong and Prince, 1981) was l/2
plotted on semilogarithmic coordinates vs. time (Fig. 3 A). Two time a = (To/Ti-1)i* (5)
constants could be extracted in the physiological charging transients, The L value was iteratively corrected until the equation was satisfied.
using a "peeling" method (Rall, 1969) and exponential least-squares Similar values were also calculated for the simulated transients.
regression analysis. For both the RN and r; plots, the standard deviation
(SD) of the slope was calculated, as well as a 95% confidence interval for Cable Calculations
the regression lines (Fig. 3, A and B).
After physiological evaluation, HRP was iontophoresed into the neu- The cylindrical segments from the dendritic reconstructions were consid-
ron. Immediately after the injection, the slice was fixed with 1.25% ered to be short pieces of core-conducting cable, which connected at
glutaraldehyde and 1% formaldehyde in a phosphate buffer (pH 7.6). branch points (Fig. 1). Each segment was characteized by a geometric
Slice sections (75 zm) were serially exposed to 0.5% CoCl2 (in Tris buffer length (l) and a uniform diamneter (d). Somatic current inputs were
at pH 7.6) and 0.01% H202 plus 0.05%B diaminobenzidine (in phosphate evaluated as a current source with zero internal admittance (or infinite
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FIGURE 1 A schematic of a single branch point in the segmental cable model. Each cylinder depicts a cable segment derived from neuronal
measurements. Each segment possessed a geometric length (1) and diameter (d). First, the length constants (X) of the daughter branches (k +
1 and k + 2) were calculated. Second, the geometric lengths were normalized by the length constant to derive the electrotonic lengths. Third,
the input admittances Y11, (k + 1) and Y,, (k + 2) were calculated and then summed. This sum, after normalization, formed the terminating
admittance of the parent branch [Y, (k)J1. In the next iteration, the kth branch shown was one of the daughter branches, and so on, until the
soma junction was reached. Since this was a unidirectional analysis, the arrows show the direction of current flow, from the soma (proximal, to
the left) toward the dendritic terminations (distal, to the right).
impedance) at the proximal terminus of each segment (toward the left in calculations. The somatic input impedance (ZN) was calculated at each
Fig. 1). The distal end of any segment possessed no electrical sources. The frequency (1,000 wr values were used), and linear interpolation Of ZN
equations presented below are consistent with the terminology and between any two frequencies resulted in an error of <0.1%.
Laplace cable approach presented by Barrett and Crill (1974 a), Koch et After Laplace transformation, the general cable equations can be
al. (1982), Norman (1972), and Rinzel and Rall (1974). Laplace expressed as (Norman, 1972):
transformed variables are expressed with a tilde (-).
The assumptions involved in the transformation of a geometric den- d2Jl(x, s) q2
dritic tree into an array of cable segments have been discussed by Rall dx - i V(x, S); (6)
(1959), Barrett and Grill (1974 a), and Turner and Schwartzkroin (1980,
1983). These assumptions are: dV(x, s)
(a) The membrane of the cable segments and the soma is assumed to be -x,S) = - (7)
passive and uniform, and it consists of parallel resistive and capacitative ri dx
elements. Vl(x, s), the Laplace transform of the voltage, is a function of x (geometric
(b) The extracellular space is assumed to have infinite conductivity, distance along the cable) and s. Here, s is a dimensionless, normalized
This assumption excludes the external resistivity and the specific geome- frequency (s = jonT) and q = (1 + s)'1. i(x, s) is the Laplace transform of
try of dendrites and branch angles. the longitudinal current in the cable, X .(d Rm)I(4Ri)]'12 is the length
(c) The soma is considered to be a single, lumped isopotential region, constant for the segment, and r, is the overall internal resistivity.
which joins the major dendritic trunks. The solutions to Eqs. 6 and 7 can be expressed in terms of hyperbolic
(d) There is continuity of current and voltage at branch points and the sine (sinh) and cosine (cosh), as in Rail (1959):
soma-dendritic junction, which implies that the membrane surface is
continuous. V~(x, s)/VJ(l, s) = cosh[q(l - x)/X]
The validity of these assumptions has also been discussed by Rall
(1959, 1977). The major independent variables in this analysis were: +Yclu(t, s) sinh [q(l - x)/X]; (8)
(a) The specific internal resistivity(Rp ) was assigned a value of 75
acm. This is the midpoint of values assumed in other analyses (Durand betwesn/nytwo)req
et al., 1983; Lux and Schubert, 1975; Rall, 1959, 1977; Turner and I(,S/V1 ) riX
Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983) and is close to the value of 70a -cm
measured by Barrett and Grill (1974 a).Rsinh [q(l - x)/X] +Lpa (1, s) cosh [q(l - x)/X]}. (9)
(b) The normalized terminating admittance (Y,*) of the most distal
segments was assumed to be either 0 (a "sealed-end" termination) or 1 1 is the geometric length of the cable segment, x is the geometric position(ninfctreeinite anarrayofc bleterminat eseg ntw valuesrreniseedthyalong the cable, andRl is the normalized terminating admittance of the
(a1nint9abetrmnto).These twomtin vare: represened ths)
extremes enclosing the probable "real" value, segment. x = 0 is the proximal end (toward the soma) of the segment, and
(c) The value for angular frequency (dT= 2r fr) was varied from x = I is the distal or terminating end, as depicted in Fig. 1.
1.0 x 10eto 1.0 xr . The frequencies were normalized for the time The desired expression is the input admittance into the proximal end of
constant of the membrane. Thus, a specific time constant value was not the cable segment. This value is obtained by dividing the current solution
required, and the results are presented in terms of normalized time (Eq. 9) by the voltage solution (Eq. 8):
(Tin s. V(x,s) thq(
For any particular set of the two independent variables, Riand alysa +'Xx s)q sinh = -
unique value for specific membrane resistivity (Rm) was derived (of- 0). V(x, s)r7X
Ain inital vaisefodrRm was irst asaumed anAdthen progressively courrected I
mauntilth cacuatredtvalue ofil (197was)ihn01 ftebevdR au. fsinh [q (l-x)/X] + Y,*(l, s) cosh [q (1l-x)/X] } 9
This Rmintvabluewasramcnsantifor) Thaellfwor thles remaisnderdo the icosghe [qle (nd Y*xi/s +hnormalzesermisinh g[q(l tnc ofthe]J(0
TrNequred nSmticTranulsiaepeentseiHippoeampaofNernsraie 75e(q)bhvltg ouin(q)
The voltage at intermediate points (x) along the cable was not required, The time constant ratio and coefficients were derived from the simulated
since there were sufficient cable segments to approximate a state in which charging transients with an exponential decay program (Discrete), devel-
dendritic inputs were at the terminus of a segment. Thus, Y,,(x, s) was oped by Provencher (1976).
always calculated with x = 0. Since the electrotonic distance for any The computer programs were tested in a variety of ways. One method
segment is X - l/X, then Eqs. 8 and 10 can be simplified: was to generate h control exponential decay along with the cell computa-
tions (as a function of frequency). This simple decay was analyzed
V(O, s)/ V(l, s) = cosh (qX) + Yt*(l, s) sinh (qX); (11) through the entire sequence of programs, including the Fourier transform,
convolution, and exponential decay analysis (Fig. 5 A and B). Another
q sinh (qX) + Y,*(l, s) cosh (qX) technique was the construction of a complex equivalent cylinder neuronY(O, s) = i . j. (12) (Rinzel and Rall, 1974). The particular example selected possessed sixr1X L cosh (qX) + Yt (1. s) sinh (qm) j identical dendrites and a total of 366 segments. The terminating dendritic
diameter was 0.20 #m. The terminating electrotonic length was 1.OOX.The factor q/(rjA) in Eq. 12 converts the dimensionless quotient of the The predetermined R, (5,000) O.cm2) and RN (29.8 MQ) for this model
right side into absolute admittance on the left side of the equation; the ce wredaccuratelyRdetermined by the s Ntal cable calclatons
asterisk indicates a dimensionless quantity (Norman, 1972). Acell were accurately determned by the segmental cable calculations.
Eqs. 11 and 12 were applied sequentially to each daughter segment of a Ance, voltag tafrandtrnsient olution tesma.
branch point (Fig. 1). The Yft of only the most distal segments was
assumed to have a value of either 0 or 1, as discussed above. At each
branch point, the absolute admittances of the daughter branches were Dendritic Spine Calculations
first summed (Fig. 1). The admittance sum, once normalized, became the
YIof the parent segment, for use in the next iteration of Eq. 12. The Small dendritic spines have been observed both on pyramidal cells and
branch point calculations proceeded proximally, one branch point at a dentate granule neurons in the hippocampus (Englisch et al., 1974;
time, until the major trunk segment of each dendrite and its junction with Fifkova and Anderson, 1981; Fifkova and Van Harreveld, 1977; Lee et
the soma was reached. The input admittances of the major dendrites were al., 1980; Lorente de No, 1934; Meyer and Ferres-Torres, 1978; Mink-
summed, together with that of the soma: witz 1976; Scheibel and Scheibel, 1968; Wenzel et al., 1981; Westrum
and Blackstad, 1962). Small dendritic spines were incorporated in the
soma area segmental cable model, but the large, complex, mossy fiber endings on the
YN = Ysoma + I YdCf = Rm1 + + Yden- (13) CA3 pyramidal cells were excluded from the analysis. Because of the
m\ small number of the mossy fiber terminals per neuron .(-200), this loss of
YN was the total neuron admittance, the inverse of which was ZN, the area should not be significant, especially compared with the much larger
input impedance at the soma as a function of frequency. numbers of small dendritic spines (6,000-13,000 per cell) on the CA3
The calculated input impedance, ZN (a function of frequency), was pyramidal cells.
numerically inverted to ZN (a function of time) with an inverse Fourier Dendritic spines of CAl pyramidal cells were studied in an electron
transform (Norman, 1972): microscopic (EM) reconstruction study (Westrum and Blackstad, 1962).
These spines were found to possess average dimensions of 0.1 um for the
nn-l minimum diameter of the spine neck, 0.4 ,um for the spine neck length
ZN(kAT) =- (from the dendritic shaft to the base of the spine head), and 0.40 ,m2 for
27r m-O the surface area of the spine head (as in Fig. 2 A). Another report has
[ZN(mAwr) exp(jm ArT kAT)] Awr. (14)
The time intervals for the transient response function ZN were expressed A B
in units of T, T - t/t. The frequency harmonics were multiples of AwM. n ,
was the number of points in the transform and NAT (the period) was CA I/Dentate E 075
either 6.4T or 9.6r. The base frequency was set in terms of the normalized a CA I/ CA3
time intervals desired: AMT = (2T)/(nAT). A value of n = 4,096 was the E 0.5'
minimum size adequate to resolve the higher components of the frequency
response. For nAT - 6.4r, the base frequency &Ar was 0.98 and the 12) Dentate
maximum frequency (n - 1) Awr was 4,000. CA3 (, 0.25
The errors involved in this transform have been discussed by Norman
I(1972). These involve truncation of the spectral input (failure to consider H-H 0
the full frequency response) and discrete sampling of both the input 200 400 600
frequency and the output time values. In the present calculations, the Geometric Distance (pmn)
Fourier coefficients were chosen to partially correct for these errors, as FIGURE 2 (A) A schematic depiction of typical dendritic spine sizes, as
discussed by Normal ( 972). The largest residual effor was the difficulty used in the calculations. For the CAl and dentate neurons (to the left),
with spectral truncation. Even with the maximum frequency at -4,000, the spine diameter used was 0.17 ;&m, the spine neck length was 0.67 Mm,the 4,096-point Fourier transform was just adequate to sample the higher and the surface area of the spine head was 1.12 &M2. For the CA3
frequencies for the faster decay processes (Fig. 5 A), while still allowing pyramidal cells (to the right), the dimensions were: spine neck diameter,
the response to decay completely. This truncation error was adjusted to 0.37 Mm; spine neck length, 0.70 Mm; spine head surface area, 2.0 jm.
<1% by increasing n to 4,096. The resulting transforms could reliably The spine head was treated as a lumped admittance in the calculations.
define both the single time constant of an exponential decay and the two The spine neck wascosieed ashr pe ce ingcale.a(B)
time~cosat of th siuae chrgn trniet. The spine neck was considered a short piece of core-conducting cable. (B)time on t nts O e im l ted ha ing ra s en s.
A linear convolution of the soma transient response ZN with a step This plot shows spine density vs. geometric distance (Eq. 16, Methods).
current pulse I,.p resulted in the calculated voltage response [V(kAT7),at The CAl /CA3 distribution was constrained to have a maximum at -200
the soma: um. The equation is a double exponential, patterned after spine measure-
ments by Valverde and Ruiz-Marcos (1969). The dentate plot was
n-l.patterned after Golgi measurements by Wenzel et al. (1981). The
V(kAl) = Ej {ZN(mAT^) Ise [(k -m)A711 (AT). (15) maxima for both of the plots coincide with Golgi measurements for the
m-O same region.
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confirmed the above minimum dimensions for CA1 stratum radiatum ,um. Because of the similarity of this dimension, the dentate spines were
spines (Lee et al., 1980). The exact linear shrinkage is not known for any assumed to be identical to the CAI spines above. Spine density has also
of these studies. Such shrinkage is thought to be in the neighborhood of been measured in dentate granule cells (Wenzel et al., 1981). These
40% for typical EM preparations. However, there is also considerable measurements from rat Golgi studies were adapted to the form of Eq. 16.
variability, depending on the orientation of fiber direction, tissue type, The parameters in this case were: YM = 100, K = 1.05, B = 1.5 x 102,
technique of fixation, and further processing (T. Blackstad, personal and IF - 3.0 x 10'. This distribution has also been plotted in Fig. 2 B.
communication). As an initial estimate, a linear shrinkage factor of 40% The dimensions of small dendritic spines in CA3 pyramidal cells have
was used to correct the EM spine dimensions used in the calculations been reported, using EM measurements (Turner and Schwartzkroin,
(Fig. 2). The corrected dimensions in the CAI pyramidal cells were: spine 1983). After correcting these values for shrinkage (40%o), the final values
neck diameter, 0.17 Mm; spine neck length, 0.67 ,um; spine head surface used in the calculations were (Fig. 3): spine neck diameter, 0.37 Mm; spine
area, 1.12Mm2. neck length, 0.70 Mm; spine head surface area, 2.0 Im2. The distribution
The density distribution of small spines in the apical dendritic region of of small spines has not been reported for CA3 pyramidal cells, so the CAI
CAl pyramidal cells has been reported (Englisch et al., 1974; Meyer and pyramidal cell distribution was used in the calculations as an initial
Ferres-Torres, 1978; Minkwitz, 1976; Wenzel et al., 1973). These studies estimate.
defined constraints on the form of this spine distribution: The spine neck was considered to be a short cable segment. The spine
(a) Few spines occurred in the proximal 50 &m of the major apical head was evaluated as a lumped, isopotential admittance, with a value
dendrites, as measured from the cell body. proportional to its surface area. The individual admittance into each spine
(b) The density of spines peaked at -200-300 um along the apical neck included (through Eq. 12) the effect of the spine head, which was
dendrite. This density peak has been measured to be 0.55-0.6 spines per considered to be a terminating admittance. Each junction of spine neck
micrometer length of dendrite. and segment was treated as a separate branch junction, which required an
(c) Minkwitz (1976) reported a sharp drop in spine density distal to application of Eq. 12. The spatial dispersion of spines was specifically
400 jum (in rats). Synaptic density measurements by Andersen et al. included in the computations. Values for spine Rmand R, were assumed to
(1980) in the guinea pig indicated a much more gradual taper, with 70% be identical to those for the remainder of the neuron.
of the peak remaining at 400Mum. The spine calculations required additional assumptions about the
An equation to fit these requirements was patterned after the form nature of the segmental cable model:
developed by Valverde and Ruiz-Marcos (1969): (a) The dendritic spines were assumed to be uniform and possess the
"average" dimensions given above and in Fig. 2 A for each cell type.
XS = YM ( - K e-RI)eCIFZ. (16) (b) Although the actual EM linear shrinkage factor is unknown, it has
been approximated as 40% in this initial evaluation.
YM. K, B, and IF are coefficients; Xs is the resulting number of spines per (c) The spines were assumed to be distributed as described by Eq. 16
50 Mm of dendritic length, and 2:l is the summated geometric length to a (plotted in Fig. 3 B). Although spine density has been measured only for
specific segment, from the soma. For the CAl region, the requirements the apical dendrites within the CAl region, the same distribution was also
above were satisfied with the following parameter values (plotted in Fig. assumed for the basilar dendrites (for which there are no comparable
2 B): YM = 125, K = 1.10, B = 7.0 x 10-3, and IF = 2.25 x 10-3. The measurements available) and for the CA3 pyramidal neurons. The
density of spines along a segment was fixed for that segment by the dentate distribution in Fig. 2 B was assumed to be valid only for the
summated length to the midpoint of the segment. dentate granule neurons (see Feldman and Peters [1979] for a critique of
Fifkova and Anderson (1981) and Fifkova and Van Harreveld (1977) spine density estimation).
found the average minimum diameter of the spine necks of dentate (d) The dendritic spine head, like the soma, was considered to be an
granule neurons to be near that of the CAl pyramidal cells, 0.10-0.13 isopotential, lumped admittance, proportional to the surface area.
., .6- .-'
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FIGURE 3 (A) The inset shows an intracellular injection of a 0.5-nA current pulse (hyperpolarizing) into a CAl pyramidal cell (illustrated in
Fig. 4 A), and the resulting voltage response. The upper trace is the current monitor. The scale indicates 10 mV and 1.0 nA in the vertical
directions and 100 ms in the horizontal direction. The plot demonstrates the terminal linear decay of the charging function, and the peeling
method. The T0 value measured 21.1 ± 0.24 ms (r - 0.99) and r, measured 2.97 ± 0.25 ms (r -0.97). (B) A current-voltage plot from the
same cell was derived by plotting the steady state voltage (at the end of the current pulse) vs. the current injected. The line was constructed
with a linear least-squares regression and indicated an RN of 42.7 ± 0.72 MQl (r - 0.98).
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RESULTS et al., 1980; Barnes and McNaughton, 1980; Brown et al.,
1981a; Durand et al., 1983; Schwartzkroin, 1975; Wong
Physiological Observations and Prince, 1981).
Fig. 3 A illustrates the "peeling" procedure used to
Fig. 3 A demonstrates a typical charging transient, in extract the shorter time constant. The mean time constant
response to a step hyperpolarizing current input at the values (X0) for each cell class in Table II were not
soma. Fig. 3 B presents a current-voltage plot from the distinguishable and averaged overall 17.1 ± 6.67 ms. The
same cell. The RN values for the three cell classes (Table I) time constant ratios (Table II, "Observed") also were not
differe'd significantly (P = 0.01). The group averages var- significantly different between the three cell types. This
ied from 30.0 ± 11.0 Mg (mean ± SD) for the CAI parameter averaged 7.54 ± 3.32 for the three classes
pyramidal cells to 53.5 ± 7.6 Mg for the dentate granule combined. The time constant values (Fig. 3, Table II)
neurons, with the CA3 pyramidal cells intermediate. The demonstrated a small standard deviation (1.5% coefficient
standard deviation of the slopes from the RN regression of variation), which indicates that most of the variance was
analysis showed a very small coefficient of variation (1.5%; between cells rather than between measurements. Thus,
Table I). Thus, most of the variance of RN lay between the electrodes contributed only a small degree of uncer-
cells in the same class, rather than between measurements tainty to either the RN or T; measurements. Additionally,
on the same cell. Although the HRP electrodes demon- both the rO and ri values were within the range of other
strated higher noise levels, the reproducibility was reason- reports for hippocampal neurons (Barnes and McNaugh-
able, as judged by the generally good fit of the regression ton, 1980; Brown et al., 1981a; Durand et al., 1983;
lines (R > 0.95 for all lines) and the small standard Johnston, 1981).
deviation around the slope. Also, these results are within The physiological values for the dendrite to soma con-
the range of values reported for similar neurons (Andersen ductance ratio (p) were similar between the three classes
TABLE I
NEURON ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS*
Hippo- Total§ Membranell Average terminating1l
campal RNt cell resistivity electrotonic distancecell~RN
type area y^=o0tv I(X)
MQ 1i-5 cm2 lO . cm2 IOQ * cm2 length constants
CAI pyramids
1/30/3 33.6 ± 1.42 25.3 6.61 14.21 0.57
3/9/1 42.7 ± 0.72 24.6 7.80 13.85 0.53
1/31/2 27.4 ± 0.60 16.3 3.37 6.96 0.84
2/7/3 16.4 ± 0.33 31.3 3.64 5.31 0.83
Mean ± SD 30.0 ± 11.0 24.4 ± 6.2 5.36 ± 2.19 10.08 ± 4.61 0.69 ± 0.17
Dentate granule cells
11/12/1 63.9 ± 0.77 12.8 4.78 5.40 1.09
11/13/2 46.6 ± 1.34 11.2 3.41 5.71 1.10
2/5/1 49.5 ± 1.21 10.4 3.77 4.26 0.86
2/5/3 53.8 ± 1.35 8.0 2.68 2.95 1.02
Mean ± SD 53.5 ± 7.57 10.6 ± 2.0 3.66 ± 0.87 4.58 ± 1.25 W02 ± 0.11
CA3 pyramids
9/19/2 38.6 ± 1.05 26.6 9.14 21.93 0.34
10/15/2 27.6 ± 1.13 65.6 13.74 30.08 0.64
1/26/2 41.0 ± 0.72 57.0 15.99 21.47 0.81
1/26/5 41.3 ± 0.86 39.1 11.90 19.09 0.64
Mean ± SD 37.1 ± 6.46 47.1 ± 17.6 12.69 ± 2.90 23.14 + 4.79 0.61 ± 0.20
Overall average 40.2 ± 12.85 27.4 ± 18.5 7.24 ± 4.54 12.6 ± 8.87 0.77 ± 0.24
*Group averages are mean ± SD. The group means were significantly different for each of these five parameters, at the P - 0.01 level, by an analysis of
variance test.
tRN is the measured input resistance at the soma of each neuron, which was derived from the slope of a regression line, as in Fig. 3 B. The standard
deviation given was also derived from the standard deviation of the slope coefficient. All correlation coefficients were r > 0.95.
§The total cell area includes the area of both dendritic spines and dendritic branches in the calculations (as in Fig. 2 A).
|| Y =0O denotes a scaled-end assumption at terminals and Y? -I indicates an infinite cable termination (see text).
11This value, X, represents the mean electrotonic distance value for all terminating branches, from the soma outward, assuming Yt - 0.
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FIGURE 4 (A) Acamera lucida tracing of aCA 1pyramidal cell,with the apical dendrite and the hippocampal fi'ssure oriented upward and
the fimbria below. The scale represents 100 Am. The axon courses downward into the alveus. (B) A dentate granule neuron from the upper
blade, with the ends of the dendrites just reaching the hippocampal fissure. The axon courses out of the lower part of the soma, toward the hilar
region. The scale is again i00 am. (C) A CA3 pyramidal cell,located close to the CA4 region, in the curve of the hippocampal fissure. The
apical dendrites point upward in the illustration, while the axon and beginning of a Schaffer collateral course downward and toward the CA 1
region. The scale represents 100 um.
and averaged overall 2.54 ± 1.39, which is somewhat Specific Membrane Resistivity and
higher than previously reported (1.4 + 0.55, Brown et al., Electrotonic Distance
1981a). The equivalent cylinder L values (Table II, "Ob-
served") did not differ significantly among the three The values for speciiec membrane resistance (Rm) are
classes. L averaged 0.91 ± 0.23 length constants. This presented in Table I The Rm estimates were significantly
value also appears close to other reported estimates (0.92 ± different between the regions for each Y* assumption. The
0.27, Brown et al., 1981a; 1.05 ± 0.22, Durand et al., Rm values ranged higher than the motoneuron estimates
1983; 0.9, Johnston, 1981). Thus, aside from the question (-2,000-2,700 Q.cm2) suggested by Barrett and Crill
of the validity of the equivalent cylinder model for these (1974 a) and Lux and Schubert (1975). However, the
neurons (see Discussion), the present values lie very near present range of Rm (3.66-23.1 x 103 Q.cm2) encom-
other reported equivalent cylinder values. passed the values derived for vertebrate retinal cells (Lam
and Johnston, 1981) and dorsal root ganglion cells (Brown
et al., 1981b).
Anatomical Findings Fig. 6 demonstrates histograms of the terminating elec-
An example of the dendritic structure of each of the three trotonic distance (X) from the soma to individual branch
neuron classes is presented in Fig. 4. The quantitative endings. These values are for the Y* = 0 assumption; the
comparison of total surface area (Table I) demonstrates Y= 1 assumptionwouldpredictslightlysmallerXvalues.
the large size differences between the cell types. The TheaverageXvalue(X)isshownasavertical barinFig.6
addition of dendritic spines more than doubled the average and Table I for each cell type. These averages include both
cell surface area, increasing it by a factor of 2.19. The apical and basilar dendrites (for the pyramidal cells); the
HRP-stained neurons revealed excellent anatomical detail, apical dendrites in these cells possessed slightly larger X
including a profusion of dendritic spines and small den- values (-0.8X). Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates the wide
dritic branches by both light and electron microscopy. The dispersion ofX values for all the cells, and in particular the
anatomical features of these HRP-injected hippocampal pyramidal cells.
neurons were comparable to those described with either Comparison of Observed and Simulated
Golgi or HRP stains (Durand et al., 1983; Lorente de No,
1934; Minkwitz, 1976; Stansrfeld and Cowan, 1979; Transients
Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983; Wenzel et al., Fig. 5 A illustrates the frequency response of the soma
1981). (amplitude of ZN VS. frequency) for the cell presented in
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FIGURE 5 (A) The amplitude (the absolute value) of the somatic input impedance (ZN) is plotted on a log-log plot vs. angular frequency. For
comparison, the impedance of a single exponential with the same steady state resistance is also plotted, and this impedance was used as a
control for the calculation and transform. (B) The somatic input transient is illustrated for the same cell. This step current input simulates Fig.
3 A (both are 0.5-nA current steps, for the same cell). The slower rising curve is for a single exponential charging function, with the same final




Hippo- Timet Time constant ratio§ Equivalent cylinder
campal cosat(ot)electrotonic lengthlII
cell constant (TO/Ti) (L, length constant)
type (TO) Observed Calculated Observed Calculated
ms
CAI pyramids
1/30/3 19.8 ± 0.31 11.06 ± 3.08 5.49 ± 0.63 0.85 0.94
3/9/1 21.1 ± 0.24 7.10 ± 0.70 6.26 ± 0.76 0.90 0.88
1/31/2 18.6 ± 0.38 6.46 ± 0.57 6.10 ± 1.16 1.00 0.85
2/7/3 12.2 ± 0.23 10.47 ± 0.47 5.47 ± 0.66 0.78 0.94
Mean ± SD 17.9 ± 3.95 8.77 ± 2.33 5.83 ± 0.41 0.88 ± 0.09 0.90 ± 0.05
(t - 2.18,NS) (t - 0.30,NS)
Dentate granule cells
11/12/1 12.6 ± 0.29 3.24 ± 0.65 5.35 ± 0.30 1.45 1.05
11/13/2 9.0 ± 0.24 8.26 ± 2.39 5.39 ± 0.40 0.69 1.00
2/5/1 15.4 ± 0.58 13.62 ± 1.25 6.48 ± 0.57 0.76 0.92
2/5/3 11.8 ± 0.22 7.02 ± 0.74 5.38 ± 0.37 0.93 1.03
Mean ± SD 12.2 ± 2.63 8.04 ± 4.29 5.65 ± 0.55 0.96 ± 0.34 1.00 ± 0.06
(t= 1.26,NS) (t = 0.28,NS)
CA 3 pyramids
9/19/2 20.7 ± 0.31 10.19 ± 0.82 8.81 ± 1.68 0.85 0.68
10/15/2 34.0 ± 1.23 4.87 ± 0.73 5.45 ± 0.72 1.18 0.90
1/26/2 17.6 ± 0.47 2.50 ± 0.79 5.36 ± 0.52 0.58 0.95
1/26/5 12.2 ± 0.27 5.73 ± 2.00 5.37 ± 0.68 0.97 0.91
Mean ± SD 21.1 ± 9.27 5.83 ± 3.22 6.25 ± 1.71 0.90 ± 0.25 0.86 ± 0.12
(t = 0.46,NS) (t = 0.25,NS)
Overall average 17.1 ± 6.67 7.54 ± 3.32 5.91 ± 1.00 0.91 ± 0.23 0.92 ± 0.10
(t = 1.85,NS) (t = 0.13,NS)
*Individual values are mean ± SD, as are the group averages. The group means were not significantly different for each parameter, using an analysis of
variance test (at a level of P - 0.05).
tThe individual SD values for each time constant value were calculated from the standard deviation of the regression slope parameter.
§The "observed" time constant ratios were derived from the physiological transients and the "calculated" values were from the simulated transients. The
SD values for both were derived from the 95% confidence limits around the ratio of To/T,, derived from the individual SD values forTO and T1. The t values
in parentheses show the paired comparison of both the individual groups and the overall average, for identity of means. NS implies that the null
hypotheses (identity of the means) could not be rejected.
||"Observed" values were derived from the physiological transients and "calculated" values were from the segmental model transients.
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Fig. 4 A, in addition to a control exponential decay. Fig.
5 B demonstrates the somatic voltage transient generated
by the segmental cable model for this cell, in response to a CAI
step current input. The control transient in this figure was
shown to possess a single time constant by the Discrete
program analysis (Provencher, 1976). The cell response
demonstrated two exponential decays, with a time constant J ,, a
ratio of 6.26 +0.76. This step transient was compared with
the physiologically observed voltage response in the same
cell (Fig. 3 A), which had a measured time constant ratio
of 7.10 ± 0.70. There were no significant differences (using
a paired t test; Table II) between the averages of the 2
observed and calculated time constant ratios. Thus, using EL
this index of time constant ratio, the calculated responses
adequately approximated the physiologically observed n l3
transients.
An additional method was used to evaluate similarity of
the observed and calculated transients. This method 4
involved the derivation of electrotonic length (L) and the
dendrite to soma conductance ratio (p) for both sets of
transients (Table II). The equivalent cylinder L values
were derived from both the time constant ratio and the r FIGURE 6 (A) A plot of the electrotonic distance to all individual
of similarity than dendritic terminations for the CAI pyramidal cell illustrated in Fig. 4 A.ithercemptssonthis is ahemore satrin ontesT The narrow bars with the hatching between indicate the two L valuesthe comparison of the r0/r1 ratio alone. The equivalent derived from the time constant ratios (for the physiologically observed
cylinder assumption was not required for the detailed and calculated transients). The vertical bar to the left is the mean of the
segmental model, and the L values were used only for anatomically derived terminations (X), which includes the basilar den-
comparison of the charging transients. The observed and dritic tree. (B) Same form of plot, but for the dentate granule neuron
calculated Lvaluesdid*nt differsignificantly (T l illustrated in Fig. 4 B. The Xand two L values coincide in this representa-
calculathedwithnL vues notdfeuron significanly (thpabled t tive neuron. (C) This illustrates the X and L values for the CA3either within or between neuron classes, by the paired t pyramidal cell shown in Fig. 4 C. Like the CAI pyramidal cell in A, the
test. This agreement also indicates that the observed and anatomically derived mean (left-most bar) is lower than the L values
calculated transients were reasonably similar (within 5%) predicted by either the observed or calculated transients.
at this one site, the soma.
Comparison of Neuron Models pyramidal neurons (CAl and CA3) included both basilar
Fig. 6 demonstrates a comparison of the equivalent cylin- and apical dendritic peaks. Because of the two peaks and
der L parameter with the X values. The dentate granule the wide dispersion of terminals, the pyramidal cells do not
neurons demonstrated the greatest consistency between the appear to be well approximated (anatomically) by a
three estimates of electrotonic length (X, L observed, and L lumped soma and a single equivalent cylinder. This conclu-
calculated). The dendritic terminations for the representa- sion has also been reached in earlier studies (Turner and
tive dentate neuron (Fig. 6 B) clustered closely around the Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). These neurons may be more
three estimates. The coincidence of the two L values with reasonably portrayed by a lumped soma and two unequal
the X value and the symmetrical distribution of the (or tapered) equivalent cylinders (Rall, 1977).
terminals around X indicates that this unipolar neuron Both the single equivalent cylinder model (Brown et al.,
may be adequately represented by an equivalent cylinder 1981 a; Durand et al., 1983) and the present segmental
model. This conclusion has been reached on other grounds model appear to adequately simulate the observed charg-
by Turner and Schwartzkroin (1983) and Durand et al. ing transients in the hippocampal neurons. Thus, the
(1983). Certainly, however, there is a relatively wide physiological evaluation of somatic responses alone may
dispersion of terminals even in the dentate granule neu- not be sufficient to decide on the appropriateness of either
rons. Thus, even these cells may not be well fitted by an model for these neurons. Further data may be required,
equivalent cylinder model neuron for the purpose of evalu- perhaps from an analysis of transients at a site separate
ating dendritic inputs. from the soma or from an integration of the anatomical
The pyramidal cells consistently demonstrated a diver- evidence (Fig. 6) with the physiological transients. The
gence of electrotonic length estimates (Fig. 6, A and C). detailed segmental model appears much more appropriate
The two L estimates lay close together, but theXvalue was for dendritic inputs, but either model appears to be
always smaller. The histogram of terminations for the adequate to simulate somatic inputs.
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DISCUSSION is that the specific resistance and capacitance parameters
are uniform over the entire surface. lansek and Redman
Physiological and Anatomical Parameters (1973) and Durand et al. (1983) described evidence that
The important physiological parameters (RN, ri, rO/rl) there might be a difference (by a factor of 3) between
demonstrated a small degree of variance: both RN and ro somatic and dendritic membrane resistance. Barrett and
were measured as having coefficient of variation values of Crill (1974 a) also could not disprove this possibility.
<2% and correlation coefficients of r > 0.95 (Tables I and There are reasons to suspect such nonuniformity of mem-
II). The intracellular HRP microelectrodes, apart from an brane resistivity. These include a poor seal around an
increased noise level, demonstrated little rectification and intrasomatic electrode, damage caused by the electrode,
could be adequately balanced within the range of current and tonic inhibitory inputs to the soma. However, the
injection used for parameter estimation (-0.1 to -0.5 present segmental calculations appear to adequately simu-
nA). Thus, in spite of the higher resistance and increased late the observed charging transients without this compli-
noise of the electrodes, the parameters were estimated to cating feature. Thus, there is no convincing reason at
lie within a tight error range (Fig. 3). Similarly, RN, t oI, present to assume a differential Rm value between soma
and theL values, allderived from the charging transients, and dendrites. Such a difference certainly remains a
were consistent with previous estimates from several stud- possibility, however, and could easily be accommodated in
ies, all of which used "standard" potassium acetate elec- the segmental model calculations, if required.
trodes (Andersen et al., 1980; Barnes and McNaughton, Considerable uncertainty may be associated with the
1980; Brown et al., 198la; Durand et al., 1983; Johnston, anatomic differentiation of somatic from dendritic mem-
1981; Wong andPrince, 1981). Thus, the possible errorstin brane in these hippocampal cells. The physiologically
parameter estimation caused by the HRP electrodes were derived value for p is really a distinction of the "isopoten-
limited to a small range. This small range of error is tial" conductance around the electrode from the dendrite
considerably less than the variability between cells (Tables or nonisopotential conductance (Brown et al., 198 la). This
cIand II). value may have little correlation (at least for hippocampal
The visualization of neuronal structure was excellent neurons) with any anatomic delimitation of soma. The
with an intracellular HRP injection, according to both physiological values (0.6-3.5) are much smaller in these
qualitative and quantitative criteria (Durand et al., 1983; neurons than those derived anatomically (6-18), which
Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983; Wilson et al., 1983). suggests that the isopotential region around the electrode
Electron microscopy of specimens has revealed complete may be considerably larger than the anatomic soma. The
staining of both fine dendritic terminals and dendritic assumption of a lumped, isopotential soma admittance in
spines (Kunkel, D., D.A. Turner, L. E. Westrum, unpub- the segmental model certainly seems well justified from the
lished observations; Wilson et al., 1983). Compared with physiological data.
the classic standard, Golgi staining, significantly more The neglect of the extracellular resistivity remains a
neuron branches and also smaller branches were revealed difficult postulate to assess for the dense neuropil of the
by the HRP. There was also little difference between central nervous system. The sum of the intracellular (ri)
staining revealed by Lucifer Yellow and HRP for hippo- and extracellular (re) resistivity is the important factor in
campal neurons (Knowles, W. D., D. A. Turner, and P. A. calculating the length constant (Rall, 1977). It is unclear
Schwartzkroin, unpublished observations). Thus, HRP- how significant this parameter is in a preparation such as
injected neurons appear to be good estimators of total the in vitro slice, where there is little spontaneous activity
neuronal morphology. under normal resting conditions. In this resting state, the in
vitro central nervous system extracellular space may
approach infinite conductivity. Thus, neglect of re may not
Segmental Cable Model Assumptions lead to significant error in the calculation of membrane
The cable model assumes that the neuronal membrane is parameters.
adequately represented by a passive network of resistances
and capacitances. Applications of this model should thus
be restricted to small linear (passive) voltage excursions Both the present segmental model and the equivalent
around the resting potential. In hippocampal neurons, cylinder model appear to adequately simulate observed
considerable rectification has been observed in both the (steady state and transient) physiological characteristics of
hyperpolarizing and depolarizing directions (Barnes and hippocampal somatic penetrations (Brown et al., 1981a;
McNaughton, 1980; Brown et al., 1981a; Johnston, 1981; Durand et al., 1983; Johnston, 1981; Johnston and Brown,
Schwartzkroin, 1975; Wong and Prince, 1981). However, 1983). However, these two models are distinct from each
the passive membrane assumption appeared to be ade- other in that the present segmental model does not assume
quately satisfied for the small voltage excursions of 15-20 that a neuron can be represented by an equivalent cylinder
mV in this study, as evidenced by Fig. 3 B. and lumped soma (Rall, 1959, 1969, 1977). Anatomical
Another assumption regarding the neuronal membrane evidence indicates that hippocampal neurons, particularly
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pyramidal cells. are only poorly approximated by the
equivalent cylinder model (Turner and Schwart7kroin.
1980, 1983). At the most common recording site. the soma.
the two models cannot be distinguished physiologically.
Theoretically, however, physiological distinction should be
possible (Horwit7, 1981; Rail, 1969). but the differences
may be subtle. Additional evidence beyond somatic physio-
logic recordings may be necessary to demarcate the mean-
ing of structural deviations from the equivalent cylinder
model. Either the anatomical data presented above or
recording from additional neuronal sites may provide such
evidence. For sites other than the soma, the detailed
segmental approach appears to be much more appropriate
for these neurons, according to anatomical criteria.
Recent work by Segev and Rail (1983) indicates that the
single L value should lie between the apical dendritic value
(X, -0.8A) and the sum of the apical and basilar dendrites
(Xb -0.3X; X, + Xb -1.I1). The derived L value of 0.91
length constants for these neurons does indeed lie between
XN and X. + Xb. For a unipolar cell, such as the dentate
granule neurons, the L values more closely approximate
the N values (Fig. 6 B; Tables I and II). By this criterion.
the dentate granule cells do approach an ideal equivalent
cylinder model, in spite of the wide distribution of termina-
tions (Fig. 6 B; see also Durand et al., 1983).
The average hippocampal electrotonic length of -0.6-
ILOX contrasts with the generally longer values (1 --2A)
derived for spinal neurons (Barrett and Crill, 1 974a;
lansek and Redman, 1973; Lux and Pollen, 1966; Lux and
Schubert, 1975; Rail, 1977), olfactory bulb cells (Mori et
al., 1981), and neocortical neurons (Vogt and Gorman.
1982). A wide range of other reported L values has been
reviewed by Brown et al. (1981 b). The electrical implica-
tions of these L values have been discussed in regard to
motoneurons (Barrett and Crill, 1974b; Jack and Red-
man, 1971) and hippocampal neurons (Traub and l linas,
1979; Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1980, 1983). However.
electrotonic distance does not appear to be the sole deter-
minant of synaptic efficacy. Other factors, such as den-
dritic input impedances and voltage transfer, may be
minimally dependent on the X value for a particular site
(Turner and Schwartzkroin, 1983). The issue of synaptic
potency and dendritic spine transients will be discussed
more fully in the following paper (Turner, 1984) for two
classes of hippocampal neurons.
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